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With the proposal of the two-carbon goal, energy conservation and emission
reduction will become the focus of China’s energy system in the future for a long
time to come. The establishment of a complete and efficient carbon traceability
system will play an important role in promoting carbon emission reduction in the
power system. Based on blockchain, this paper uses the consensusmechanism, time
stamp, decentralization features, smart contract and other functions of blockchain,
combined with the power flow calculation and the characteristics related to carbon
emission and active power of the generator set, to obtain the corresponding carbon
emission intensity of the generator set and carbon flow rate. It realizes the calculation
and tracing of carbon emission flow in power distribution network and ensures the
reliability of carbon traceability results, high efficiency of information transmission
and transparency of traceability process. Firstly, based on the characteristics of the
master-slave multi-chain structure in the consortium chain, In this paper, high-
voltage substation nodes are the main chain nodes, and carbon flow tracing and
calculation are carried out for the associated low-voltage substations, and the
information of high-voltage or low-voltage substation nodes is guaranteed to be
tamper-free through the hash anchoring method. The master-slave multi-chain
model adopted in this paper is that the main chain adopts EA-DPoS (Evaluation and
Agent-DPoS) algorithm, the slave chain adopts improved PBFT algorithm, and the
comprehensive evaluation and reward and punishment mechanism are introduced
to complete the consensus. Secondly, considering the security requirements of the
power system data and the fact that some nodes of the distribution network do not
have powerful computing resources comparable to those of the power grid
company or major nodes, this paper encrypts and decrypts relevant data in the
main chain node by combining the smart contract of blockchain. Meanwhile, cloud
service providers with computing resources are responsible for generator power
distribution combined with power flow calculation and carbon emission intensity
calculation of the generator set. The power grid company adopts the cloud
computing framework based on the double check mechanism to calculate the
carbon flow rate while verifying the correct calculation results of the cloud service
provider, and finally realizes the safe and accurate tracing of the carbon flow of the
distribution network.
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1 Introduction

Global warming is a major environmental problem facing
mankind in the 21st century. With the rapid economic
development and increasing demand for energy, the environmental
problems caused by energy consumption are becoming more and
more prominent. Currently, more than 80% of global energy
consumption relies on fossil energy sources such as coal, oil and
natural gas, and greenhouse gas (mainly carbon dioxide) emissions
from fossil energy combustion are the most important cause of global
warming (Khamis and Chen, 2022), posing a great threat to the
sustainable development of human society.

Driven by “carbon peaking and carbon neutrality goals,” the
research on carbon emission (carbon emission for short) of energy
system has been attached great importance (Apergis and Payne, 2010;
Lippke et al., 2012; Choi et al., 2013; Yan et al., 2017; Sun et al., 2018;
Chen et al., 2021). China, as a major energy country, has taken the lead
in the international community to actively develop clean energy,
increase the proportion of clean energy in energy consumption,
take active measures to promote energy conservation and emission
reduction, promote low-carbon economic development, and achieve
energy diversification and sustainable development, etc. In September
2020, China formally proposed the “carbon peaking and carbon
neutrality goals” at the 75th session of the UN General Assembly.
The “double carbon” target is time-critical and tasking, and also faces
problems and challenges in terms of policy regulation, industry,
market and trading system. In this context, the power system, as
an important energy sector, must accurately analyze and trace the
carbon emissions in the power production process in order to promote
the “double carbon” target and achieve the energy saving and emission
reduction targets of the power system.

The development of communication technology has promoted the
possibility of rational utilization and scientific regulation of energy,
among which blockchain technology has unlimited potential and
plasticity in the electric energy industry. In recent years, many
scholars have carried out rich research work on energy blockchain
(Chen et al., 2022). In terms of application value analysis, existing
literatures demonstrate the trust value of blockchain in energy system
scenarios such as distributed energy trading (Ai et al., 2019), EV
charging management (Ping et al., 2021) and distributed scheduling
(Luo et al., 2021). In terms of application scheme design, some
scholars have developed energy blockchain applications such as
distributed power trading (Esmat et al., 2021; Yang et al., 2021),
comprehensive energy trading, and virtual power plant energy
management (Luo et al., 2019). Literature (Li et al., 2018; Jian
et al., 2019) establishes the alliance blockchain for energy trading,
proposes the credit risk management method of distributed energy
trading market based on blockchain, and designs the distributed
power trading system of active distribution network based on
blockchain. The literature (Ke et al., 2020) analyzes the
applicability of blockchain technology in the energy and power
industry, and then proposes an energy blockchain application
system architecture, where the blockchain core technology platform
layer can realize the interconnection of multiple blockchains with the
support of cross-chain interaction and other technologies, analyzes the
current technical barriers in the implementation of blockchain
technology in the energy industry, and puts forward targeted
development suggestions. The literature (Yuan et al., 2021) utilizes
the cryptographic algorithm, multicenter peer-to-peer architecture,

and distributed multi-party consensus protocol of blockchain
technology to realize the security, transparency, traceability, and
immutable property of electricity data transaction business with the
framework of Fabric consortium blockchain of Super Ledger project,
which shows comprehensive functional and security advantages
compared with the traditional data transaction system. The
literature (Hui et al., 2022) suggests that blockchain is
decentralized, tamper-evident, open and transparent, and traceable,
which can empower the digital transformation of traditional
industries, optimize business processes, reduce operational costs,
and improve collaborative efficiency, provide a regulatory
environment for carbon peaking and carbon neutrality, and build a
credible and efficient carbon trading platform and market, which is
important to help achieve the goals of carbon neutrality and carbon
peaking and the green and high-quality development of China’s
economy and society. It is of great significance. The literature (Yin
et al., 2019) proposed a blockchain network model for carbon
emissions trading and established a smart contract model
combined with carbon emissions trading mechanism to realize
automatic measurement of carbon emission rights and currencies,
which can better reflect the carbon emission trading demands of
market participants, and the blockchain technology can guarantee the
secure storage and interaction of information, further restrain market
participants and promote the goal of carbon emission reduction. In the
literature (Wei and Xue, 2023), in response to the problems that
traditional electricity trading generates excessive carbons and does not
follow China’s low-carbon goals, the cross-chain trading model of
electricity carbon emission rights in microgrid is proposed by
counting and energy blockchain, which significantly reduces carbon
emissions while saving operational costs and improving trading
efficiency, and provides theoretical support and decision support
for optimizing the stability of carbon trading. In order to
strengthen the vitality of China’s carbon market and help promote
the achievement of carbon peaking and carbon neutrality goals,
literature (Su et al., 2022) proposed a two-level hybrid blockchain
carbon emission trading framework, which carries out the allocation
of government carbon quotas in the public blockchain and shares
carbon emission data in the coalition blockchain to protect private
data, and realizes the information transmission between the public
blockchain and the coalition blockchain based on the Polkadot
protocol, which can reduce the system operation cost, improve the
efficiency and information transparency of the transaction, and
provide reference and reference for accelerating the marketization
of carbon trading.

The macro amount of carbon emission in energy side (Hua et al.,
2017) is too large to support the deep study of low-carbon (Sun et al.,
2017; Zhi et al., 2021). As a fundamental application of power network
analysis, relatively mature power flow calculationmodels and methods
have been formed, and the use of power flow analysis for carbon
emission flow calculation already has a certain research foundation.
The paper (Kang et al., 2012) proposed the concept of “carbon
emission flow” based on the carbon emission transfer generated by
power trade in local areas. Literature (Wei et al., 2012; Li et al., 2013)
established a carbon flow model based on electric quantity
distribution, and the loss was processed according to the electric
quantity distribution ratio of lossless network, realizing the complete
distribution of carbon emission from source to charge. In reference
(Zhou et al., 2012a), key indicators and concepts related to carbon
emission calculation were put forward in combination with network
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analysis technology, and the basic system and framework of carbon
flow analysis theory were preliminarily established, bringing new ideas
andmeans for carbon emission calculation of power system. Literature
(Zhou et al., 2012b) further analyzed the relationship between carbon
emission flow and power flow on the basis of literature (Zhou et al.,
2012a), and proposed the basic calculation method of carbon emission
flow in power system under the condition of ignoring network loss.
Literature (Zhou et al., 2012c) defined three kinds of correlation
matrices, corresponding the injected carbon flow of the generator
set to the carbon flow of nodes and branches, and revealed the
distribution characteristics and transmission and consumption
mechanism of carbon emission flow in the power network.
Considering that the methods in literature (Zhou et al., 2012a;
Zhou et al., 2012b; Zhou et al., 2012c) are all based on lossless
networks, they cannot be applied to the actual lossless networks. In
view of this, literature (Qun et al., 2022) proposes a precise calculation
method of carbon emission flow in power system taking into account
network loss. Based on the principle of proportional distribution,
power flow distribution matrix is constructed to solve the problem that
existing methods are too extensive and cannot accurately realize the
allocation of power and carbon flow. In order to make the obtained
power flow tracking results more comprehensive and accurate, based
on the basic circuit theory, literature (Wen et al., 2022) considers the
power flow caused by the parallel admittance of transmission lines and
busbars in the process of power flow tracking, and uses node
admittance matrix operation to realize the carbon flow tracking of
power system.

However, the above studies on carbon flow tracing do not consider
that some nodes of the distribution network in the power system do
not have enough computing resources to be responsible for the
calculation of carbon flow tracing. Distribution network enterprises
can outsource distribution network scheduling decision analysis
business to cloud service providers, which can effectively solve the
problem of inadequate professional technology and save operating
costs in hardware and software purchase, system maintenance, site
manpower and other aspects (Shun et al., 2011). However, cloud
computing requires users to upload data related to computing tasks to
the cloud, which makes it possible for cloud service providers to snoop
on sensitive information of incremental distribution network
enterprises, leading to potential information disclosure risks (Guo
et al., 2011). If the leaked information is used for malicious attacks by
other subjects, it may cause power safety accidents or direct economic
losses (Xie et al., 2010; Choi and Xie, 2016; Hua et al., 2016). Therefore,
the first problem that cloud computing technology application needs
to solve is privacy protection. Moreover, as an independent interest
subject, cloud service providers may negatively treat computing tasks
in order to reduce costs (Wang et al., 2011). Therefore, it is necessary
to design a verification mechanism for cloud computing results.

Therefore, this paper proposes a distribution network carbon
power flow tracing system based on block chain and power flow
calculation. It relies on the computing resources of third-party cloud
service providers, combines with smart contracts to encrypt and
decrypt relevant power data required for power flow calculation,
and adopts a cloud computing framework based on double check
mechanism. The proposed system can safely and accurately track and
trace the carbon emissions from “source” to “load” in the power
system, so as to provide data basis for the carbon reduction work of the
power system. At the same time, accurate calculation of carbon
emissions in the power system is crucial to the reasonable

allocation of carbon quota under the current ETS mechanism in
China, which will help improve the current ETS mechanism in
China and ultimately achieve the goal of carbon peaking and
carbon neutrality.

2 Fusion analysis of blockchain and
power flow calculation for carbon
traceability

According to statistics, the electric power industry is the main
source of carbon emissions in China, and its carbon dioxide emissions
account for about 50% of the total carbon emissions of the whole
society, and an important direction for the future development of the
electric power industry is low-carbon power. In order to further reduce
carbon emissions and realize the low carbon development of power
system, it is very important to carry out carbon emission statistics. In
the power system, the distribution network system is very complex and
has a large network topology, and these characteristics bring great
challenges to carbon emission tracing.

2.1 Overview of the converged architecture of
blockchain and power flow calculation

Based on the above background, this paper proposes a carbon flow
traceability system for distribution network based on blockchain and
power flow calculation, which is a new type of power network form
generated by the deep integration of power flow calculation and
Internet technology. The carbon flow traceability system combines
the security, transparency and decentralization of blockchain, and uses
the interconnection and interoperability between blockchain nodes to
record the load, active power output of generators, network topology
and other related technical parameters of each node at anymoment. In
the distribution network of the power system, low-voltage substations
cannot obtain the relevant data information of high-voltage
substations. Therefore, when we map the substations of the
distribution network to the blockchain nodes, the blockchain nodes
do not have the same status. In this case, this paper adopts the master-
slave multi-chain structure to build the overall architecture. In this
paper, the high voltage substation is the main chain node, and the
associated low voltage substation is the slave chain node. The data
information of low voltage substation is transferred from high voltage
substation. For the master-slave multi-chain model, different
consensus algorithms are used for the master and slave chains,
with the EA-DPoS algorithm selected for the consensus of the
master chain and the PBFT algorithm for the slave chain. The
main chain node, cloud service provider and power grid company
carry out relevant calculation after triggering the preset conditions of
the smart contract. The cloud service provider uses the encrypted data
provided by the main chain node to apportion the active power output
of generator through the power flow calculation to obtain the power
component of the generator set corresponding to the node load,
branch power and network loss. It calculates the real-time carbon
emission intensity of each generator set by using the characteristics
that carbon emission is strongly related to the active power output of
generator. Finally, after the decryption calculation of the main chain
nodes and the verification of the double check mechanism, the power
grid company calculates the carbon flow rate component
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corresponding to each node load, branch power and network loss by
combining the power allocation and carbon emission allocation of the
generator set, and obtains the final carbon flow tracing result.

2.2 Blockchain model

Blockchain is divided into public blockchain, private blockchain
and consortium blockchain. Public chain is a blockchain with strong
openness, which allows anyone to participate in reading, trading and
writing. It is completely decentralized, with open and transparent data,
and is not controlled by any institution. But the public chain has the
disadvantages of high transaction delay, high cost and low efficiency.
The transaction speed of private chain is very fast, which is
characterized by high efficiency, excellent privacy and low
transaction cost. However, private chain is restricted by centralized
management, only a few internal people can use it, and the
information is not public. The consortium chain absorbs the
advantages of both public chain and private chain. Its
characteristics between the public chain and the private chain,
semi-public ledger, transaction confirmation speed is fast, low cost
of accounting, data has a certain privacy. Consortium chain refers to
the blockchain which is determined in advance by the participating
nodes, and only opens all or part of its functions to the internal
members of the alliance. Since the carbon power flow tracing of power
distribution network in the power system requires the retrieval and
interaction of relevant data, and the public chain with strong openness
has the characteristics of data easy to be stolen, and the private chain
information is not public to prevent data interaction, this paper adopts
the consortium chain to build the carbon traceability blockchain
architecture. It can realize “partial decentralization” and certain
privacy of data while ensuring fast transaction speed and low
transaction cost.

Blockchain technology provides a technical platform for carbon
traceability, and this paper adopts a master-slave multi-chain structure
for carbon traceability, using a hash-based anchoring method to
ensure the tamper-evident information. If the master-slave chain is
not adopted, each node needs to store data and encrypt and decrypt
calculations, which will increase the computing pressure of some
nodes lacking computing resources and reduce the speed of carbon
traceability. The some nodes here refer to the slave node
corresponding to the low voltage substation in the blockchain.
Compared with high-voltage substation, the allocation of resources
in low-voltage substation is more limited. Therefore, this paper assigns
the task of encryption and decryption of relevant data to high-voltage
substation, that is, the calculation task of slave chain node is delivered
to the main chain node by using the master-slave chain. The master
chain block is responsible for receiving the carbon traceability demand
and collecting the load of each node, active power output of
generators, network topology and other related technical
parameters from the leading slave chains at the current moment,
and then calculating the power flow to get the carbon traceability result
after triggering the pre-set conditions of smart contract. The slave
chain block sends the above data packaged to the master chain node
according to the indexing instruction issued by the master chain block,
and only the relevant data on the slave chain it is on are packaged into
a chain. The slave chain nodes are divided into functional nodes and
encryption nodes, and the encryption nodes mainly provide security
for the data exchange of the master and slave chains. Smart contracts

and consensus mechanisms in the blockchain can establish trust
relationships to ensure that the data of carbon traceability is highly
credible.

2.3 Power flow calculation

The power flow calculation of carbon tracing is placed in the
contract layer, and the power flow distribution matrix can obtain the
transmission active power and loss of each node and branch after the
decomposition of power generation. The carbon emission flow of the
power system is directly related to the power flow. The power of a
generating unit and its carbon emission are generated simultaneously,
and they are consistent. If the carbon emission corresponding to the
generating power is known, it can be apportioned in the same
proportion by the active component, so as to obtain the
distribution characteristics of unit carbon emissions in each node
and branch of the power system and the corresponding component of
the carbon flow rate and the carbon flow rate of the part of the network
loss borne by the generator set.

Since some nodes in the distribution network do not yet have
powerful computing resources comparable to those of the grid company
or major nodes, the carbon traceability business of the distribution
network is outsourced to a cloud service provider to solve the problem of
insufficient computing power of some of its own nodes. Before the
carbon flow calculation, the load of each node in the blockchain nodes,
the active power output of generators and the network topology need to
be determined in advance. After obtaining the traceability-related data,
in order to ensure the privacy of the data, the carbon flow traceability
data needs to be encrypted and calculated before it can be handed over
to the cloud service provider.

In the smart contract, after the condition a of the smart contract
is met, the encryption work in response to a is executed. The data
involved in encryption are: (n + m)×(n + m) order power flow
distribution matrix Au, the vector formed by the active power of each
node generator PG, the PECC (Per Electricity to Coal Consumed) of
the coal-fired generator set k and the characteristic parameters ak,
bk, ck of the PECC wk curve under normal operation. PECC
represents the amount of coal consumed per kilowatt-hour of
electricity used. After responding to the encryption work of a,
relevant virtual data will be generated corresponding to the
original data, including virtual power flow distribution matrix
Auhyp, virtual generator power parameters PGhyp, PECC of virtual
coal-fired generator k wkhyp and carbon emission intensity EGkhyp of
the virtual coal-fired generator set k, and these encrypted generated
blocks will be delivered to cloud service providers. The cloud service
provider calculates the result and then performs the decryption of
response b after condition b of the smart contract, re-obtain the
power flow distribution matrix Au, the vector formed by the active
power of each node generator PG, the PECC wk of the coal-fired
generator set k and carbon emission intensity EGk of the coal-fired
generator set k, and return the decrypted generated blocks to the
data owner, the grid company. In order to avoid cloud service
providers from focusing on benefits and reducing costs and
treating computing tasks negatively, power grid companies need
to verify the correctness of the decrypted calculation results. If the
cloud service providers fail to pass the verification, relevant punitive
measures need to be implemented. The power grid company obtains
the final node load, branch power and carbon flow rate of the
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network loss part undertaken by the generator by using the
decrypted data under the cloud computing framework based on
the double check mechanism, combined with the inverse power flow
calculation and the corresponding relationship between generator
power and carbon emission, so as to realize the tracking of carbon
flow in power transmission.

3 Blockchain traceability system
architecture resource identification
initiative

In this paper, based on the power system energy saving and
emission reduction service scenario and the necessity of carbon
traceability requirements under the two-carbon target, the
blockchain traceability architecture is divided into five layers: data
layer, network layer, consensus layer, contract layer and application
layer, as shown in Figure 1.

3.1 Data layer and network layer using
master-slave multi-chain structure

In order to ensure that the data on the blockchain can’t be
tampered with, bitcoin introduces a single-layer chain structure in
blocks. The header is used to store the hash of the preceding block, the
Merkle root of the transaction set, etc. And block storage transaction.
However, with the expansion of the application scope of blockchain
and the heavy tasks handled, every transaction needs to reach a
consensus among all nodes, resulting in low efficiency and low
credibility, and the task handling capacity per unit time will be
greatly limited.

Due to the complexity of power system and the diversity of node
types, this paper adopts the master-slave multi-chain structure to build
the overall architecture, so as to simplify the model as much as
possible, improve the tracing efficiency, and reduce the pressure of
the nodes participating in the consensus. The high-voltage substation
node is the master chain node, and the low-voltage substation is the
slave chain node. The master chain stores the information digest of the
slave chain, and traces and calculates the carbon flow of the associated
slave chain nodes. In this paper, the method based on hash anchoring
is used to ensure the information can’t be tampered with.

The verification block is located on the master chain and is the
index block of the slave chain block. Verification blocks are linearly
connected in time sequence, and link multiple slave chains to form a
master-slave multi-chain model. In order to ensure that the data
cannot be tampered with, the master-slave multi-chain model
guarantees that for any micro-block in the slave chain, the hash
value of the block can always be found in the master chain. This
method makes Byzantine nodes need to modify all blocks anchored
with a block when modifying a block or transaction. However, if the
verification block is saved in the whole network, modifying the
verification block almost requires modifying the data of the whole
network, and the tampering cost is huge.

For the data layer, the master chain block is mainly responsible for
collecting relevant technical parameters from the slave chain after
receiving the carbon traceability requirements. The related technical
parameters include the load of each node at the current moment, the
active and reactive output of the generator, the network topology,
resistance and reactance, etc. After triggering the preset conditions of
the intelligent contract, the main chain block performs power flow
calculation to obtain the carbon flow tracing result. The slave chain
block packages the above data to the master chain node according to
the index instruction issued by the master chain block, and only

FIGURE 1
Carbon flow tracing system.
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packages the relevant data on the slave chain into a chain. Slave chain
nodes are divided into functional nodes and security nodes, and
security nodes mainly provide security for data exchange between
master and slave chains.

In the network layer, information is sent to multiple nodes under
the background of the demand of tracing carbon power flow in the
power grid. UDP is a connectionless protocol, so it does not need to
maintain the connection state. The throughput is not regulated by the
congestion control algorithm, and the program structure is relatively
simple. The UDP packet has only 8 bytes, and the overhead of the 20-
byte packet of TCP is very small. In this paper, UDP protocol is more
suitable than TCP protocol, which requires three handshakes to
establish a complex connection.

3.2 Consensus layer

At present, the mainstream consensus algorithms are mostly
consensus mechanisms based on single-chain model, and there are
many performance bottlenecks, such as PoW. With the increase of
computing power, the waste of computing resources will becomemore
and more serious, and the throughput of 7 transactions per second
cannot meet the requirements of application scenarios. With the
increase of the number of consensus nodes, PBFT algorithm will
lead to problems such as excessive communication burden on the
network, which will directly affect transaction throughput and lead to
transaction delay in the case of bad network conditions. DPoS
algorithm is relatively balanced among several mainstream
algorithms, which can not only meet the throughput requirements,
but also have low requirements for broadband, which is more energy-
saving, and can increase the block output speed to the second level.

Aiming at the master-slave multi-chain model, this paper adopts
different consensus algorithms for master chain and slave chain.
Comprehensive security, reliability and consensus efficiency, the
master chain adopts DPoS algorithm for consensus, and the slave
chain adopts PBFT algorithm. DPoS consensus mechanism is a
consensus algorithm based on voting. Under the DPoS consensus
system, the currency holders vote for a certain number of
representatives based on the tokens they hold to be responsible for
producing blocks and operating the network. The disadvantage of it is
that the power is easy to be controlled by a few people, the voting
initiative of the currency holders is not high, and it will become “weak
center” or “partial decentralization.” Aiming at the shortcomings of
DPoS, this paper uses the EA-DPoS consensus algorithm with the
following improvements. Compared with the traditional DPoS
algorithm, EA-DPoS algorithm adds additional agent nodes and
supervisor nodes which are closely related to comprehensive
evaluation. Since there is no token in the power system
distribution network, we use the agent node under EA-DPoS as the
token holder under DPoS. To increase the reliability of the agent
nodes, the agent node cluster is built according to the reliability of the
main chain nodes and the number of blocks successfully generated.
The supervisor node is selected from the consensus node to supervise
the block production and verification process of the consensus node.
In the distribution network of power system, not only low-voltage
substations cannot obtain the same status as high-voltage substations,
but also different high-voltage substations are not completely equal.
Therefore, we can only select nodes from high-voltage substations to
realize traceability. Firstly, the agent node is selected through the PoW

“mining” mechanism. The significance of replacing a PoS-like
mechanism with a PoW mechanism is that the agent node under
the PoW mechanism is filtered and updated each time, as opposed to
the unchanged token holder under the previous PoS-like mechanism.
Agent nodes under PoW mechanism are constantly updated and
changed, thus solving the problem of “partial decentralization” to a
certain extent. Then the agent node selects the node set that finally
participates in the consensus through the voting mechanism, which is
the consensus node. In the end, the selection of supervisor nodes is
combined with the comprehensive evaluation of consensus nodes. The
comprehensive evaluation includes the consensus node’s credit score,
the reliability of the data and the number of successful blocks. The
consensus node with high comprehensive evaluation will obtain
higher supervisor rights, and the more likely it is to be elected as
the supervisor node.

Comprehensive evaluation CA is determined according to the
calculation accuracy C, credit score D and the number of successful
blocks of the consensus node’s historical carbon emission intensity T.
As shown in Formula 1.

CAi � Ci × Di��
Ti

√ (1)

There are n nodes in the consensus node, and the consensus node
with the top S supervisor rights is set as the supervisor node. The
supervisor right P is related to its own node weight W and reward
score Δ. The consensus node’s own weightW is the ratio of the rights
owned by consensus node i to the total rights of all consensus nodes in
the network. As shown in Formula 2.

Wi � Xi∑n
i�1Xi

(2)

Where, Xi refers to the equity owned by consensus node i.
The equity X owned by a consensus node is the ratio of the

comprehensive evaluation of the consensus node itself to the total
comprehensive evaluation of all consensus nodes multiplied by the
ratio of the supervisor node to be elected. As shown in Formula 3.

Xi � CAi*s∑n
i�1CAi*n

(3)

Reward score Δ is related to incentive factors γ and transaction
volume handled by nodes tri. As shown in Formula 4.

Δ � γ log2 tri (4)
The supervisor right P is calculated as shown in Formula 5.

Pi � Wi*Δ (5)
Because the network nodes of PBFT algorithm are fixed, it can’t

adapt to the dynamically built node cluster, and when the network
nodes change, the system needs to be restarted, which seriously
reduces the efficiency. Therefore, PBFT algorithm should be
optimized to adapt to the above-mentioned optimized PoW
algorithm. The optimized PBFT algorithm omits the request and
reply phases in the consistency protocol of PBFT algorithm, and
changes the communication mode to P2P network topology mode;
Nodes are divided into consensus nodes and reserve nodes, and a
reward and punishment mechanism is introduced. Points are added
and deducted according to the performance, and the members of
consensus node cluster and reserve node cluster are dynamically
adjusted while the rewards and punishments are settled.
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3.3 Contract layer applying power flow
calculation method

The design of smart contract based on power flow calculation is
mainly because the carbon flow analysis method of power system
carbon emission calculation is usually combined with power flow
analysis. By introducing concepts such as carbon flow rate and
emission intensity, carbon flow analysis can accurately track and
locate the specific direction of carbon emissions. It can not only
accurately obtain the overall carbon emissions of the system, but also
fairly distribute the emissions of power plants to each node load and
each branch power.

Considering the current development status of the distribution
network, it is still difficult for some distribution network nodes to
achieve the computing and communication capabilities required by
blockchain nodes, and the financial and material resources required
for upgrading are too large. With the help of computing resources
provided by the cloud service provider, the data is packaged and sent
to the cloud service provider, and then returned to the node after
calculation and processing.

In order to maintain the privacy of data and calculation results,
nodes on the chain need to encrypt and protect data into virtual data
before delivering it to cloud service providers. The main chain node
encryption formula is (10–11), (23), and (28). The cloud service
provider obtains virtual computing results through (12–14),
(24–26) and (29–33). The main chain node decrypts the virtual
computing results delivered by the cloud service provider through
formulas (17–19), (34–35) and (36). In order to verify the correctness
of the virtual calculation results of the cloud service provider, the
power grid company adopts the cloud computing framework based on
the double check mechanism to verify the virtual calculation results.
After determining that the virtual calculation results provided by the
cloud service provider are correct, the power grid company calculates
the carbon flow rate according to the decrypted data provided by the
main chain node. The calculation formulas involved in the power grid
company are (37–39) and (40–44).

4 Intelligent contract design based on
power flow calculation

Some nodes in the distribution network do not have the powerful
computing resources comparable to those of grid companies or major
nodes, so it is difficult to obtain the carbon traceability value based on
power flow calculation.

At present, public cloud service providers such as Huawei Cloud
and Alibaba Cloud have provided commercial cloud computing
solutions for scenarios such as intelligent microgrid and distributed
new energy grid-connected management. The application potential
and prospect of cloud computing technology in power system have
also attracted attention, forming a number of instructive research
results. In this context, outsourcing the carbon traceability business of
distribution network enterprises to cloud service providers can
effectively solve the problem of insufficient computing power of
some nodes.

As shown in Figure 2, after the node obtains the relevant data
required by the traceability, it executes the encryption work in
response to a under the condition a of the smart contract, and
delivers the encrypted generated block to the cloud service

provider. After the node obtains the calculation result of the
cloud service provider, it executes the decryption in response to
b under the condition b of the smart contract, and returns the
generated block after decryption to the data owner, namely the
power grid company.

The nodes on the main chain encrypt data and send the encrypted
data to the cloud service provider. The cloud service provider outputs
the virtual calculation results in combination with the power flow
calculation, and the nodes on the main chain decrypt the virtual
calculation results. The power grid company collects the decryption
results of each node on the chain, and verifies the correctness of the
decryption results. For cloud service providers and power grid
companies, smart contracts are just tools to trigger them simply.
For the encryption and decryption of nodes on the master chain, smart
contracts are not only tools to trigger, but also contain relevant
formulas for encryption and decryption. The formula for node
encryption on the master chain includes: (10–11), (23), (28). The
calculation formula of cloud service provider includes: (12–14),
(24–26), (29–33). The formula for node decryption on the master
chain includes: (17–19), (34–35), (36). The formula calculated by the
power grid company includes: (37–39), (40–44).

Considering that cloud service providers may negatively treat
computing tasks in order to reduce costs, power grid companies
need to adopt the cloud computing framework based on double
check mechanism to verify the correctness of the decrypted
calculation results to ensure the correctness of the final carbon
traceability results. If the cloud service provider fails the
verification, it will have to pay the relevant computing service
fee or be put on the blacklist for a certain period of punishment.
The cloud computing framework based on the double check
mechanism means that the user designs two different matrices,
vectors or values, and sends them to two different cloud service
providers for solving, and then compares the solution results of
different cloud service providers to verify the correctness of the
calculation results.

4.1 Inverse power flow calculation

4.1.1 Basic concepts
A virtual node is added to the branch, and the loss of the branch is

equivalent to the virtual load. The transmission active power and loss
of each branch are calculated by reverse power flow, and the power
generation is decomposed by power flow distribution matrix.
According to the countercurrent tracking method, the load of node
i and the outflow power of branch i − s can be expressed as the sum of
the power components of each generator. As shown in the following
formula.

PLoadi � PLoadi

Pi
∑n
k�1

A−1
u[ ]ikPGk � PLoadi

Pi
eTi A

−1
u PG (6)

Pis � Pis

Pi
∑n
k�1

A−1
u[ ]ikPGk � Pis

Pi
eTi A

−1
u PG (7)

Au[ ]ij �

1, i � j

−Pji

Pj
, j ∈ Ui

0, 其他

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
(8)
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PLoadi indicates the load outgoing power of node i. Pis is indicates the
outgoing power of branch i − s. Pi is the flowing power of node i. PGk is
the active power of generator set k.Where, Au refers to a
(n +m) × (n +m)-order power flow distribution matrix. Ui refers
to the upstream node set of node i. ei ∈ R(n+m)×1 refers to the column
vector whose first component is 1 and the rest components are 0. Pi

refers to the flowing power of node i. PG ∈ R(n+m)×1 refers to the vector
composed of the active power of generators at each node.

Since the branch loss is equivalent to a virtual load, that the power
supply k bears.

ΔPGk � ∑n+m
i�n+1

PLoadi

Pi
A−1

u[ ]ikPGk � PLoadi

Pi
eTi′A

−1
u′ PG′ (9)

In the equation, ei′ ∈ Rm×1, Au′ ∈ Rm×m and PG′ ∈ Rm×1 are partial
matrices under ei, Au and PG(i ∈ [n + 1, n +m]), respectively.

4.1.2 Encrypt
4.1.2.1 Virtual power flow distribution matrix: Auhyp

The power grid company uses a random non-singular matrix and
a random vector to encrypt Au, and then generate a virtual power flow

distribution matrix-Auhyp, as shown in Eq. 10. G ∈ R(n+m)×(n+m) is a
random non-singular matrix. h ∈ R(n+m)×1 is a random vector.
F ∈ R1×(n+m) is a random vector.

Auhyp � Au G + hF( ) (10)

4.1.2.2 Virtual generator power parameters matrix: PGhyp

The real active power of the generator of each node is scaled by a
diagonal matrix- Λ ∈ R(n+m)×(n+m), which is with a coefficient of
random positive real numbers. PGhyp shows in the following
formula, which is the virtual parameter matrix. Essentially, the
method scales the output of each generator.

PGhyp � ΛPG (11)
After the parameter transformation of Eqs 10, 11, the digital

expression of the virtual load PLoadihyp of the node i, virtual outflow
power Pishyp of the branch i − s and branch loss ΔPGkhyp are as follows:

PLoadihyp � PLoadi

Pi
eTi A

−1
uhypPGhyp (12)

FIGURE 2
Smart contract and block generation.
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Pishyp � Pis

Pi
eTi A

−1
uhypPGhyp (13)

ΔPGkhy � PLoadi

Pi
eTi′A

−1
uhyp′PGhyp′ (14)

In the equation, ei′ ∈ Rm×1, Auhyp′ ∈ Rm×m and PGhyp′ ∈ Rm×1 are
partial matrices under ei, Auhyp and PGhyp(i ∈ [n + 1, n +m]),
respectively.

4.1.3 Decrypt
4.1.3.1 Power flow distribution matrix: Au

The formula for the transformation of the power flow distribution
matrix (Au) by the virtual power flow distribution matrix (Auhyp) is as
follows (Eq. 15).

Au � Auhyp G + hF( )−1 (15)

4.1.3.2 Correlated power: PG, PLoadi, ΔPGkhyp and Pis

The conversion formula of generator power parameters matrix
(PGhyp), the load PLoadi of the node i and outflow power Pis of the
branch i − s are as follows.

PG � Λ−1PGhyp (16)
PLoadi � eTi G + hF( )Λ−1PLoadihyp (17)

Pis � eTi G + hF( )Λ−1Pishyp (18)
ΔPGk � eTi′ G + hF( )Λ−1ΔPGkhy (19)

4.2 Carbon emission flow calculation

4.2.1 Carbon emission intensity of the generator set
The power of the generator set is generated synchronously with its

carbon emissions, which is consistent. When the carbon emissions
corresponding to the power generation power are known in advance,
they can be distributed in the same proportion according to the active
components, so as to obtain the distribution characteristics of the
carbon emissions of the generator set in the power network (Qun et al.,
2022). Carbon emissions from the power system are mainly derived
from exhaust gases generated by fossil fuel combustion power
generation (thermal power, gas and oil-fired units), which can
generally be expressed by carbon emission intensity indicators.
Therefore, the carbon emissions of the electric energy per unit of
hydroelectric generator set and new energy generator set production
are approximately 0.

According to the current operating state and real-time power of
the coal-fired generator set, the calculation formula of the PECC is as
follows.

wk � 103akPGkδk + 103bkδk + 103ckδk
PGk

(20)

The PECC of the coal-fired generator set k iswk. The characteristic
parameters of PECC curve of the coal-fired generator set k under
normal operation are ak, bk, and ck, which can be obtained by fitting
the historical data. The correction coefficient is δk, and its value is
related to the status of the coal-fired generator set. It is in the normal
state, shutdown state, deep peak shaving and rapid lifting load state of
1.0, 0, 1.01, respectively.

The carbon emission intensity (EGk) of the coal-fired power set k
is calculated as follows.

EGk � Mco2
103Mc

μkφkwk − Mco2

103Mc
μkφkθkwk (21)

The carbon content rate and carbon oxidation rate of coal-fired
generator set k are μk and φk. The carbon capture rate is θk. The molar
mass of carbon dioxide is Mco2. The molar mass of carbon is Mc.

4.2.2 Encrypt
4.2.2.1 The virtual PECC of the coal-fired generator set
k: wkhyp

The wk of the coal-fired generator set k expressed in matrix form,
such as Eq. 22.

wk � aTkdiag PG( )δk + bTk δk +
cTkδk

diag PG( ) � a + b + c (22)

The transpose matrix of PECC curve characteristic parameter
matrix of coal-fired generator set k under normal operating conditions
are aTk , b

T
k , c

T
k . The values in the matrix are 1000 times larger than the

original parameters. ak(bk\ck) ∈ R(n+m)×1 is a column vector. Its k-th
component is ak(bk\ck) and the remaining components are 0.
diag(PG) represents the converting of the column vector PG into a
diagonal matrix. δk is the correction factor matrix, which is related to
the status of coal-fired generating set k.

Zoom in or out aTk , b
T
k , and c

T
k by randomly multiplying the values

λ1, λ2, and λ3, as shown in Eq. 23.

~aTk � λ1a
T
k ;
~b
T

k � λ2b
T
k ; ~c

T
k � λ3c

T
k

(23)

The formula representation of the virtual PECC of the coal-fired
generator set k after encrypting aTk , b

T
k , c

T
k and PG is as shown in Eq. 24.

wkhyp � ~aTkdiag PGhyp( )δk + ~b
T

kδk +
~cTkδk

diag PGhyp( ) (24)

Since Λ in Eq. 11 is the diagonal matrix of positive real numbers,
wkhyp can also be expressed as Eq. 25.

wkhyp � ~a + ~b + ~c � λ1Λkka + λ2Λkkb + λ3Λkkc (25)

Λkk is the value of the kth column and row of the diagonal matrix Λ in
Eq. 25

4.2.2.2 The virtual carbon emission intensity of coal-fired
generator set k: EGkhyp

According to Eq. 21, the coefficient value in the carbon emission
intensity (EGk) of coal-fired generator set k is set tom, and the formula
is expressed as shown in (26).

m � Mco2

103Mc
(26)

After conversion by Formula (26), the EGk of coal-fired generator
set k. The matrix is expressed as the following Eq. 27.

EGk � mμTkφke
T
kwk −mμTk diag φk( )θkeTkwk � md +me (27)

μk ∈ R(n+m)×1 is a column vector. Its k-th component is μk and the
remaining components are 0. φk ∈ R(n+m)×1 is a column vector. Its k-th
component is φk and the remaining components are 0.
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diag(φk) represents the converting of the column vector φk into
diagonal matrices. ek ∈ R(n+m)×1 is a column vector. Its k-th
component is one and the remaining components are 0. wk �
[w1, w2, . . . , wn+m] is a vector of PECC composition of each coal-
fired generating set.

Zoom in or out ~μTk , ~φk and ~θk by randomly multiplying the values
λ4, λ5 and λ6, as shown in Eq. 28.

~μTk � λ4μ
T
k ; ~φk � λ5φk;

~θk � λ6θk (28)

The virtual carbon emission intensity of coal-fired generator set k
can be obtained by Eq. 28, and the formula representation of the
virtual carbon emission intensity EGkhyp is shown in Eq. 29.

EGkhyp � m~μTk ~φke
T
kwkhyp −m~μTk diag ~φk( )~θkeTkwkhyp (29)

In the case where ~d and ~e replace ~μTk ~φke
T
kwkhyp with

~μTk diag(~φk)~θkeTkwkhyp, Eq. 29 can be simplified to the following
formula.

EGkhyp � m~d −m~e (30)

The EGkhyp of coal-fired generator set k is decomposed into
Formulas 31, 32 by Eq. 25.

~d � λ4λ5d λ1Λkka + λ2Λkkb + λ3Λkkc( ) � ~d1 + ~d2 + ~d3 (31)
~e � λ4λ5λ6e λ1Λkka + λ2Λkkb + λ3Λkkc( ) � ~e1 + ~e2 + ~e3 (32)

Thus Eq. 30 can be transformed as follows.

EGkhyp � m ~d1 + ~d2 + ~d3( ) −m ~e1 + ~e2 + ~e3( ) (33)

4.2.3 Decrypt
4.2.3.1 The PECC wk of coal-fired generator set k: wk

According to the wkhyp of Eq. 25, the PECC wk of coal-fired
generator set k is expressed in matrix form as follows.

wk � ~a

λ1Λkk
+

~b

λ2Λkk
+ ~c

λ3Λkk

(34)

In the case of λ1 � λ2 � λ3, Eq. 34 can be expressed as follows.

wk � wkhyp

λ1Λkk
λ1 � λ2 � λ3( ) (35)

4.2.3.2 The carbon emission intensity of coal-fired generator
set k: EGk

Combined with Eqs 27–33, EGk can be converted from the virtual
carbon emission intensity of coal-fired generator set k, and the specific
formula is as follows.

EGk � m

λ4λ5Λkk

~d1 − ~e1
λ6

λ1
+
~d2 − ~e2

λ6
λ2

+
~d3 − ~e3

λ6
λ3

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝ ⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ (36)

4.2.4 Carbon flow rate
The cloud service provider obtained the virtual load PLoadihyp of

the node i, virtual outflow power Pishyp of the branch i − s and branch
loss ΔPGkhyp by Formulas 12–14, and obtained the virtual PECCwkhyp

and carbon emission intensity EGkhyp of coal-fired generator set k by
Formulas 25, 33. The cloud service provider delivers the calculation

results of the virtual data to the data owner. The data owner calculates
the carbon flow rate of the node load RLoadi, branch power Ris and the
cae RGk of the network loss part undertaken by the generator by Eqs
6–9 of the connection between the node load, branch power, branch
loss and the active power components of each generator and Eqs 20, 21
of the corresponding relation between the generator power and carbon
emission (Zhou et al., 2012a; Zhou et al., 2012b; Zhou et al., 2012c).

RLoadi � PLoadi

Pi
∑n
k�1

A−1
u[ ]ikPGkEGk � PLoadi

Pi
eTi A

−1
u diag(PG)EG (37)

Ris � Pis

Pi
∑n
k�1

A−1
u[ ]ikPGkEGk � Pis

Pi
eTi A

−1
u diag PG( )EG (38)

RGk � Re ΔPGk[ ]EGk � Re ΔPGk[ ]eTkEG (39)
RLoadi is the carbon flow rate of load i, which is equivalent to the
carbon emission of the power generation side generated by the load
per hour. Ris is the carbon flow rate of branch i − s, which represents
the carbon flow passing with the power flow per unit time. RGk is the
carbon flow rate of network loss undertaken by the coal-fired
generator k set. Re means taking the real part of the complex
number ΔPGk. EG ∈ R(n+m)×1 is a vector formed by the carbon
emission intensity of each coal-fired generator set.

4.3 Verify the correctness of cloud computing
results

The distribution network can effectively solve the problem of
insufficient computing capacity of some nodes by outsourcing the
computing business involving a large amount of data to the cloud
service provider. However, as an independent stakeholder, the cloud
service provider may treat the computing task negatively in order to
reduce costs. Therefore, for users who do not know the correct
solution, it is difficult to independently verify the correctness of the
results returned by the cloud service provider. Therefore, this paper
constructs a double-check mechanism, and outsources the virtual load
PLoadihyp of node i, virtual outgoing power Pishyp of branch i − s,wkhyp

of virtual coal-fired unit k PECC and virtual carbon emission intensity
EGkhyp to two cloud service providers with competing interests. By
comparing and verifying the calculation results of different cloud
service providers to further ensure the correctness of cloud computing
results. When signing an agreement with the cloud computing service
provider, the user can stipulate that “if the result returned by the cloud
computing service provider fails to pass the correctness check, it shall
bear certain penalties” to further ensure the correctness of the cloud
computing results.

The implementation of comparison verification under the cloud
computing framework based on the double check mechanism is as
follows: if the two cloud service providers solve the task honestly and
return the real PLoadi, Pis, wk and EGk, then the encryption results
returned by the two cloud service providers should meet Eqs 40–44. If
the two parties return different values after decryption, then at least
one cloud provider is not performing the calculation honestly. In this
case, the two cloud service providers are punished for recalculating
different data. If the recalculation result is the same as the first
calculation result of cloud service provider I, cloud service II shall
bear the service fee of cloud service provider I; If the recalculation
results show that the first calculation results of cloud service providers
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I and II are wrong, the two cloud service providers will be blacklisted
for a certain period of time.

Cloud service provider I or II receives the virtual data encrypted
using encryption method 1 or 2. Encryption method 1 includes matrix
F\ G, Λ, vector h, and numerical value λ1 ~ λ6, Λkk. Encryption
method 2 includes matrix F′/G′,Λ′, vector h′, and numerical value λ1′
~ λ6′, Λkk

′.

PLoadi � eTi G + hF( )Λ−1PLoadihyp � eTi (G′ + h′F′)(Λ′)−1PLoadihyp
′ (40)

Pis � eTi G + hF( )Λ−1Pishyp � eTi (G′ + h′F′)(Λ′)−1Pishyp
′ (41)

ΔPGk � eTi′ G + hF( )Λ−1ΔPGkhy � eTi′(G′ + h′F′)(Λ′)−1ΔPGkhyp
′ (42)

PLoadihyp, Pishyp and ΔPGk are the calculation results of cloud service
provider I on the load of node i and the outgoing power of branch i − s
and branch loss. PLoadihyp

′ , Pishyp
′ and ΔPGkhyp

′ are the calculation
results of node i load, branch i − s outgoing power and branch loss of
cloud service provider II. Cloud service provider I receives a power
flow distribution matrix and generator power parameters encrypted by
a random vector h ∈ R(n+m)×1, a random vector F ∈ R1×(n+m), a
random non-singular matrix G ∈ R(n+m)×(n+m) and a diagonal
matrix Λ ∈ R(n+m)×(n+m) of random positive real numbers. Cloud
service provider II receives a power flow distribution matrix and
generator power parameters encrypted by a random vector
h′ ∈ R(n+m)×1, a random vector F′ ∈ R1×(n+m), a random non-
singular matrix G′ ∈ R(n+m)×(n+m) and diagonal matrix
Λ′ ∈ R(n+m)×(n+m) of random positive real numbers.

wk � ~a

λ1Λkk
+

~b

λ2Λkk
+ ~c

λ3Λkk
� ã′
λ1′Λkk

′ +
b̃′

λ2′Λkk
′ +

c̃′
λ3′Λkk

′
(43)

Cloud service providers I for the coal-fired power generating set k
of the PECC calculations are ~a, ~b and ~c. λ1, λ2, λ3 and Λkk are PECC
encryption methods of the coal-fired generating set k, which are
delivered to cloud service provider I. Cloud service providers II for
the coal-fired power generating set k of the PECC calculations are ã′,
b̃′ and c̃′. λ1′, λ2′, λ3′ andΛkk

′ are PECC encryptionmethods of the coal-
fired generating set k, which are delivered to cloud service provider II.
Λkk
′ is the value of the kth column and row of the diagonal matrix Λ′.

EGk � m

λ4λ5Λkk

~d1 − ~e1
λ6

λ1
+
~d2 − ~e2

λ6
λ2

+
~d3 − ~e3

λ6
λ3

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝ ⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

� m

λ4′λ5′Λkk
′

d̃1′ − ẽ1′
λ6′

λ1′
+
d̃2′ − ẽ2′

λ6′
λ2′

+
d̃3′ − ẽ3′

λ6′
λ3′

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

(44)

~d1, ~d2, ~d3, ~e1, ~e2 and ~e3 constitute the calculation results of carbon
emission intensity of the coal-fired generating set k by cloud service
provider I. λ1 ~ λ6 and Λkk are encryption methods for the carbon
emission intensity of the coal-fired generator set k, which are delivered
to the cloud service provider I. d̃1′, d̃2′, d̃3′, ẽ1′, ẽ2′ and ẽ3′ constitute
the calculation results of carbon emission intensity of the coal-fired
generating set k by cloud service provider II. λ1′ ~ λ6′ and Λkk

′ are
encryption methods for the carbon emission intensity of the coal-fired
generator set k, which are delivered to the cloud service provider II.

When comparing and verifying the calculation results of different
cloud services, if the recalculation results of two cloud providers are
still different but consistent with the original results, the grid company
needs to hire a third cloud provider. If the calculation result of the
third cloud service provider is the same as that of the previous two
cloud service providers, the power grid company will punish the
previous cloud service provider for providing the wrong result and pay
the calculation fee of the third cloud service provider; If the calculation
result of the third cloud service provider is different from that of the
previous two cloud service providers, the data center inside the power
grid system shall assume the calculation responsibility. If the
calculation result of the data center inside the power grid system is
the same as the calculation result of any of the three cloud service
providers, the power grid company will punish the two cloud service
providers that provide the wrong result to pay the calculation cost of
the cloud service provider that provides the correct calculation result
and the data center inside the power grid system. If the calculation
result of the data center inside the power grid system is different from
that provided by the three cloud service providers, the power grid
company will punish the three cloud service providers for paying the
calculation cost of the data center inside the power grid system. Grid
companies do not pay computing fees for cloud providers that provide
false results. The grid company will put the cloud service provider that
provides the wrong results twice into the blacklist for three cycles.

We have adopted a 4-node system for testing, where node 1 and
node 2 are connected to a thermal power unit respectively. The
following table-1 shows the calculation results of real and virtual data.

5 Conclusion

With the increasing maturity of blockchain technology, the
application of blockchain combined with other technologies is
becoming more and more extensive. In this paper, the combination
of blockchain and power flow calculation is applied to trace the carbon
emission flow of power system. As some nodes of the power
distribution network in the power system do not have powerful

TABLE 1 Comparison of calculation results between real and virtual data.

System type Real distribution
network

Virtual distribution
network 1

Virtual distribution
network 2

Carbon flow rate(tco2 /h)
(Before/after decryption)

Load L1 88.3254 (301.1252/88.3254) (11.6193/88.3254)

Load L2 69.8906 (270.6579/69.8906) (9.6253/69.8906)

Active power output of
generator(MW)

(Before/after decryption)

Thermal generating
unit 1

410.3454 (611.2634/410.3454) (289.6215/410.3454)

Thermal generating
unit 2

114.2165 (224.3162/114.2165) (126.1205/114.2165)
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computing resources comparable to those of the power grid company
or main nodes, this paper adopts a third-party cloud service provider
to effectively solve the problem of insufficient computing capacity of
some nodes.

In order to achieve accurate calculation and distribution of carbon
emission flow in power system, this paper proposes a carbon flow
tracing system in power distribution network based on block chain
and power flow calculation. Combined with the general background of
energy conservation and emission reduction of the power system and
the requirements of safe operation of the power grid, this paper
integrates the master-slave multi-chain model and the inverse
power flow calculation method, and improves the consensus
algorithm of DPoS and PBFT. In addition, the corresponding
encryption and decryption operations are carried out through
smart contracts to prevent the leakage of power grid data during
the computing process of cloud service providers. Meanwhile, the
cloud computing framework based on the double check mechanism
not only reduces the computing burden of the power system, but also
ensures the accuracy of the final cloud computing results obtained by
the power grid companies.
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